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Despite negative factors which continue to
industry, there are indications of an eventual recovery
Alaska's salmon runs, starting with
than
predicted return on several major stocks as adult
returns move further from the adverse survival
conditions of the eorly '70's.
potential remains high and, given average
conditions,
1976 harvest can be expected to
exceed that of 1975, with much higher
expected
1979 and 1980.
insure that a
brighter future lies ahead for the salmon industry,
both private and State efforts are underway to
the supply
artificially producing salmon.
Legislation has enabled private hatcheries to
facilities which will eventually
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million. The Alaska Department of
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to foster such non-profit hatcheries,
monitoring operations through a permit
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stability to many employed in the industry. But for
natives dependent upon their
as salmon
fishermen, and living in areas which preclude reliance
upon, for example, the shellfish industry, there have
to be other sources of income.
In 1974 it was
expected that there would be large-scale urban
migrations by natives in search of construction skills
and pipeline jobs. Undeniably, training in new skills
would be an asset for the unemployed fishermen, but
pipeline recruitment is currently low and the chance
of ending up on welfare is high. The natives have
been discouraged from moves and encouraged instead
by financial assistance in the form of grants which
will allow them to remain in their
and which
help them to help themselves.
grants are for
public works projects such as the construction of
roads and buildings, which will improve the native
communities while supplying the inhabitants with an
Assistance is still
additional source of income.
desperately needed in areas such as Bristol Bay,
Alaska Peninsula, and Southeastern which were
hardest hit in the 1974 and 1975 seasons. For
example, a 1975 survey of
villages
conducted by the Tlingit-Haida Manpower Division,
shows gross average earnings of about $1,100 from
a sampling of 331 fishermen from Angoon, Hoonah,
and Kake. Cannery workers, whose numbers have
been cut sharply, are usually grossing only the season
guarantee; for example, in Hoonah
amounts to
only $750. Efforts are being made to secure money
for more labor intensive work
natives through the Tlingit-Haida
Development Assistance Program,
programs.

ALASKA'S LABOR MARKET IN AUGUST
Employment - Unemployment:
A substanti~l
decrease
of
1,300
individuals
in
August
unemployment figure combined with a stable
employment figure of 175,500 resulted in a drop of
.6 of one percentage point in the unemployment rate,
from 7.8% in July to 7.2% in August. The total
civilian labor force of 189,400 increased sixteen
percent over August 1974 but reprec;ented a 1,500
month-to-month decrease.

Mining: The mining industry mBintained a constant
level at 3,700 as it has since June. This represents
an 8.8 percent increase over August of 1974.
increased activity is expected in the near future with
the reopening of the old 8artholomae gold
near
Fairbanks.

Construction:

A stabilization of actiVIty in the
construction industrv is indicated by a .3% increase
in emoloyment from July to August as compared to
a fourteen percent
from June to
32,200 August
a 12,900
over August
Manufacturing:
reopening
the Ketchikan pulp
mill after its July shutdown was largely responsible
vvorkers in the
was
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The State of Alaska, through the
the Fish
and Game Department and through other programs,
is attempting to insure the future of the salmon
The past four years have
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extremely disappointing and the
being
The impact on manpower in
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serious, but the various programs
by the
have helped to
the potentially
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